Let {X t } be a continuous time parameter harmonizable process continuous in mean square, Ϫϱ Ͻ t Ͻ ϱ, with EX t ϵ 0. By this we mean that the covariance function r(t, ) ϭ E(X t X ) has a Fourier representation
with F(, ) a function of bounded variation. This implies that X t itself has a Fourier representation in mean square
in terms of a random function Z() with E͑dZ͑͒dZ͑͒͒ ϭ dF͑, ͒.
[3]
If the process X t is real-valued,
dF͑u, v͒ ϭ dF͑Ϫv, Ϫu͒ ϭ dF͑v, u͒ ϭ dF͑Ϫu, Ϫv͒. [4]
In the case of a weakly stationary process r(t, ) ϭ r(t Ϫ , 0) and all the spectral mass is located on the diagonal line ϭ . If the process is periodic with r͑t, ͒ ϭ r͑t ϩ a, ϩ a͒ for some period a or almost periodic the spectral mass is located on a finite or countable number of lines in the (, ) plane with slope one. If the process is discretely observed X n , n ϭ 0, Ϯ1, Ϯ2, . . . there is an analogous representation
The folding of F(, ) to obtain H(, ) is referred to as aliasing.
There is an enormous literature concerned with spectral estimation in the case of stationary processes (1) . Recently efforts have been made to obtain analogous results on spectral estimation for periodic and almost periodic processes (2-7). It is well known that one generally does not have consistent estimates of spectral mass for a harmonizable process when the function F (or H) is absolutely continuous with a spectral density function f, dF(, ) ϭ f(, )dd, with f(, ) 0 on a set of positive two-dimensional Lebesgue measure, and one is sampling from the process X Ϫn , . . . , X n and n 3 ϱ. A simple example is given by X 0 normal with mean zero and variance one and X k ϵ 0 with probability one for k 0. It is clear that consistency of spectral estimates in the case of stationary and periodic processes is due to the fact that the spectral mass is concentrated on lines that in these cases happen to be of slope one. We shall consider spectral estimation for harmonizable processes when the spectrum is concentrated on a finite (or possibly countable) number of lines. For convenience the slope of the lines will be assumed to be positive, though the modification for negative slopes is clear. A simple example of a harmonizable process with spectral mass on lines is given by
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A3. The spectral densities f a i ,b i (v) and their derivatives are bounded in absolute value by a function h(v) that is a monotonic decreasing function of ͉v͉ that decreases to zero as ͉v͉ 3 ϱ and that is integrable as a function of v. As already remarked, aliasing or folding of the spectral mass occurs when the process is discretely sampled at times n ϭ . . . , Ϫ 1, 0, 1, . . . rather than continuously. The following simple remark indicates how a process with line spectra may differ from a stationary or almost periodic process in terms of aliasing. The aliasing in the case of a harmonizable process has a more complicated character. 
The Periodogram
We shall consider spectral estimation for the discretely observed process X n . The estimates will be obtained by smoothing a version of the periodogram. Before dealing with the spectral estimates, approximations for the mean and covariances of the periodogram are obtained. Let be the finite Fourier transform of the data x Ϫn͞2 , . . . , x n͞2 . The periodogram
and it is to be understood that ͉͉, ͉͉ Յ with Ϫ identified with so that in effect one is dealing with the torus in (, ). Set 
if ͉ y͉ Յ a͞3, while if ͉ y͉ Ն a͞3 the expression is itself of order log n͞n.
Whenever we refer to an expression ϭ z mod 2 it is understood that Ϫ Ͻ Յ . Let {u} be the integer ᐉ such that Ϫ1͞2 Ͻ u Ϫ ᐉ Յ 1͞2. Our version of z mod 2 is then z mod 2 ϭ z Ϫ {z͞(2)}2. In the following an approximation is given for EI n (␣ ϩ , ) with the condition imposed that ␣ Ͼ 0 and
where in the sum it is understood that the k are integers and the pairs (a, b) correspond to the lines u ϭ av ϩ b in the spectrum of the continuous time parameter process X t that one is observing at integer t. In the following result an approximation is given for the cov(I n (␣ ϩ , ), I n (␣ЈЈ ϩ Ј, Ј)). Here
with ϭ ␣ ϩ , Ј ϭ ␣ЈЈ ϩ Ј, Ϫ Ͻ , Ј, , Ј Յ . Also (a, b), (aЈ, bЈ) correspond to lines in the spectrum of the continuous time parameter process X t that one is observing at integer times. This will be the case if
[16]
Spectral Estimates
We consider an estimatef ␣, () off ␣, () obtained by smoothing the periodogram. Let K() be a nonnegative bounded weight function of finite support with ͐ K()dy ϭ 1.
The weight function K n () ϭ b n Ϫ1 K(b n Ϫ1 ) with b n 2 0 as n 3 ϱ and nb n 3 ϱ. The weight functions K n should be considered as functions on the circle (Ϫ, ] with Ϫ identified with . The estimate
[ On heuristic grounds one would expect to be able to estimate a spectral density localized on a piecewise smooth curve in the plane.
